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according to Jason Yard, wide-format
marketing manager at MACtac.
“Low prices are wanted, and these
laminates have gotten very competitive,” said Yard, adding that most
economy and intermediate grades
now last six to 12 months.
While the POP market does n
not
require as muc
mu
much durability, some
short-term applications may not need
UV protection at all, especially if
customers only are using them for
a weekend, say, or for an event lasting only two weeks. “There are more
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s large-format printers have gotten wider and ink chemistries have been altered, media
suppliers have adapted to these changes. “The solvent and latex markets are growing,” acknowledges Ronit McGuthrie, senior product
manager for Neschen America. With the growing
Avery Dennison Conform Chrome
popularity of ultraviolet (UV) inks, “people think
Gold: Diamond Black Exteriors
they don’t need to laminate [any longer], but UV inks [can] chip
used Avery Dennison Conform
and can leave ‘lawn-mower’ affect lines.” It is a chemistry issue,
Chrome Gold to create accents on
a Mercedes Benz.
and suppliers have worked diligently to manufacture a product
that will stick to UV ink.
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Next month at the Specialty
Graphics Imaging Association SGIA
annual show in Orlando (October
23-25), MACtac will relaunch its
PermaGuard intermediate laminate
with enhanced matte, luster, and gloss
finishes, Yard reports. The firm also
will showcase face-stock improvements in durability and appearance.
In the spring of 2014, the ISA
international sign expo also will be
in Orlando (April 23-26). For Arlon,
“finish and durability are the keys”
at both these wide-format trade
shows, Russell concludes. “We will
show thicker laminates and adhesives
with laminates,” he shares, including
its heavy-gauge Series 3590 overlaminate, introduced in late 2012. The
12-mil (305 micron) film features a
clear, permanent, pressure-sensitive
adhesive that is popular in racing and
dirt bike/motocross circuits. “It is
solvent- and chemical-resistant, so it
works on industrial and high-traffic
applications too,” he notes.
Avery Dennison Graphics will
show ISA and SGIA show-goers its
chrome line of products, which are
available in multiple colors. “Silver,
blue, and charcoal black are coming,”
reports Paul Roba, North American
technical manager. Color replacement
films for cars and refrigerators, used
in lieu of paint, also will be featured.
“They [represent] a low front-end
investment,” Roba says, “for which
we see a market.”
Russell concludes, “Many shops
overlook lamination because it is a
relatively simple process, but it is a
very important step. Mess-ups are
expensive because it means starting
extra media, ink, and
over,”” incurring ext
ion
on associated
associa
film costs, not to mention
w
time and labor. “The challenge with
hout
h
laminating is doing it right—without
hurting the graphic,” he said. ●
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polyester film with block-out layer for
100 percent opacity. The water-based
specialty film is intended for nonwater-sensitive ink and media and
“can be used with thermal laminates,”
Metnick explains.

Lamination also can add a revenue stream for wide-format shops,
Neschen’s McGuthrie says, playing
into the print medium’s often touted
tactile nature. “It is not necessarily an
added cost. Face mounting to plexi
or glass needs lamination and optically clear adhesive,” she points out.
More importantly, however, “printers
can add dimensionality with finishing, which helps to differentiate them
from their competition,” McGuthrie
says. “Lamination adds texture to
floor graphics, and window graphics
tend to have more visual ‘pop.’”
Drytac’s Hill calls these textured
finishes “funky” on its polycarbonate
and high-performance vinyl laminates. For instance, there is a “3D”
version that mimics depth-perception
graphics; another resembles the
surface of ice, complete with
cracks. Printers and their customers “use these techniques
just to be different,” he says.
Specialty lamination
also has emerged for highperformance and decorative
applications, such as high-end
tradeshow exhibits and floor
graphics that require more
durability. “Floor graphics are more prevalent than
ever,” reports MACtac’s Yard,
“requiring slip-resistance and
walk-on durability.”
The firm also features the
robust PermaFlex line, which
is a rigid, pressure-sensitive
overlaminate film ideally suited for counter tops and wall graphics.
“Our PermaFlex films last 30 to 90
days outdoor and up to three years
indoor,” Yard notes.
LexJet has added an 11-mil
Blockout PolyGloss media that is
resistant to water. The lay-flat polypropylene material includes a gray
back co
coat for added opacity so that
hines
ines through th
the back
less light shines
d as an
of the graphics. It can be used
alternative to typical polyester inkjet
material for trade show and retail disC VER
plays as well asOfor
long-term
S T O R Y indoor
and short-term outdoor banners, the
firm says. It also offers a 5.5 mil gloss
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BY MARK VRUNO

Jerry Hill, VP of new market business development at Drytac Corp.,
concurred. “UV inks have adhesive
challenges on certain substrates,” Hill
w-surface-energy inks are
says. “Low-surface-energy
o there is a lot of lifting.”
stickier, so
eight differences in ink layMinute height
o can lead to ghosting or air
down also
re the laminate ‘tents’.”
gaps where
d, there is less vinyl with
Indeed,
n and mor
more direct-to-board
lamination
nted
d with UV inks these
work printed
ecia
a in the intermediate
days, especially
omy
y
and economy-grade
marketplace,

Download a PDF of the 2013
Overlaminate Resource Chart
at MyPRINTResource.
com/11109472

Touchy, Feely

Finishing wide-format print output with today’s textured films and
overlaminates still protects—and adds dimensionality, too.
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including:

well as abrasion resistance.” In cases
of wrapping applications, such as
walls and vehicles, laminates have
been known to aid in installation and
enhance performance, Russell adds.

film and laminate choices than ever,”
points out Dione Metnick, LexJet
product line manager. Choosing a
lower cost option without UV protection can save up to 20 percent on
costs, she adds.
Not all print purveyors agree, of
course. Claude Crumley, production
manager at digital print and signage
shop Studio Imaging, doesn’t like
taking chances. “Everything [used]
outdoor should be laminated,” he
argues. For extra protection against
ultraviolet sunlight, Crumley insists
on laminating his window graphics
even when five-year materials and
three-year inks are used for output
on the company’s Roland VersaArt
RS-640 printer.
The sun’s UV rays are not the
only element for which wide-format
print needs protection, of course.
“The protection of ink is only one
aspect,” explains Chad Russell, director of business development at Arlon
Graphics, which specializes in cold,
pressure-sensitive films. “There are
solvent-resistant products, too, as

Pro photographer Don Brent uses
LexJet Textured Polypropylene
Laminate (5 Mil) to finish his
photo prints because
it's acid-free, pH
neutral, and thus archival.
It protects the prints from
smudges and scratches and
does not degrade over time.
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inks and other materials without irritating open wounds or
scratches, yet quickly rinses clean. It will not separate in hot
climates and will not clog pipes or stain sinks.
MyPRINTResource.com/10527744
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plates. The unit, which features a small-footprint design, can
accommodate plate widths up to 125cm and is designed to
handle plate volumes up to 40,000 sqm. With a bath life of
up to 7,000 sqm, maintenance is further reduced.
MyPRINTResource.com/10711131
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he inaugural Quick Printing Readers’ Choice Top
Products Awards competition was conducted in
early 2013. The goal was to gather opinions from
print service providers about what they
consider to be the most significant
nt
products introduced to the commercial
printing industry between September 1,
2011 and December 31, 2012. We asked
readers to vote for the products within

T
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Editorial Contacts:
DENISE GUSTAVSON

You voted. QP listened. Top Product winners stand out from the pack. Compiled by Karen Lowery Hall
each category that had the strongest impact on their businesses or created the most excitement in the industry.
The contest covered 21 categories, from digital color
printers and offset presses to finishing equipment,
s
inks, software,
prepress, and mailing products.
The was only one winner in each category.
There
Next year’s contest will include products
i
introduced
to the industry between January 1 and December 31, 2013.

QuickPrinting

includes a range of whites and its most popular
incl
busin
business
colors.
MyPRINTResource.com/10773803

Digital Print Media: Premium Digital
ogy
Carbonless with Biomaster Silver Ion Technology
from Nekoosa Coated Products
Nekoosa Coated Products created the world’s first antimicrobial carbonless paper by
adding Biomaster silver ion
technology, a non-toxic, naturally occurring antimicrobial
technology to protect against
the spreading of bacteria. Biomaster will not affect the paper’s
properties such as dry toner/
laser compatibility or carbonless
image permanence, and does
not cause product degradation,
discoloration, or deterioration.
MyPRINTResource.com/10813755

Ink & Toner: Kodak Nexpress Gold Dry Ink from Eastman
Kodak Company
Create a beautiful gold metallic,
sparkle effect using
gold-tinted dry ink
for
applications
such as direct mail,
certificates, photo,
tickets, and many
others. Create different variations of gold-toned tints or different effects by
putting combinations of process colors underneath gold.
MyPRINTResource.com/10773703

Fine Papers: Royal Sundance Paper
Collection from Neenah Paper
Neenah Paper’s Royal Sundance Paper
Collection brings together two popular
brands to make paper selection a simple
and affordable process. These economically priced papers are available in a variety
of colors, textures, weights, and envelopes.
The collection consists of five finishes—
Felt, Fiber, Smooth, Linen, and Laid—each
with its own unique color palette that

Pressroom Supplies: Thumbs Up Hand Cleaner from
Burnishine Products
Thumbs Up is a hand cleaner formulated specifically for
pressroom use. It is manufactured with detergents to gently,
yet quickly remove ink, grease,
dye, tar, paint, adhesives, and
other materials from hands. Pleasantly scented, it has a neutral pH
and contains skin moisturizers.
Thumbs Up is made with soft
polymer scrubbers which remove
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Mailing Equipment: Videojet 1550 and 1650 Inkjet
Printers from Videojet Technologies Inc.
The
Videojet
1550 and 1650 are
designed for limited
and simple interaction so users can
focus on production.
Operators can access
all common operations in five touches
or less on a touchscreen interface. The
1550 and 1650 help provide improved control of job parameters and efficient, productive line management. In addition,
the Videojet Smart Cartridge fluid system eliminates waste,
mess and mistakes, and when it’s time for planned maintenance, the modular core system is easily replaceable.
MyPRINTResource.com/10835626
Mailing Software: InfoPrint ADF Essentials from Ricoh
Americas Corporation
InfoPrint ADF Essentials combines both
postal optimization
and workflow features
to help customers
cost-effectively manage their mailrooms. The offering combines Ricoh’s InfoPrint
Automated Document Factory (ADF) capabilities, InfoPrint
ProcessDirector workflow platform, and BCC Software’s Mail
Manager components to provide a complete end-to-end
package.
MyPRINTResource.com/10686829

RIPs: Harlequin RIP Version 9.0 from
Global Graphics
Version 9.0 of the Harlequin Server RIP
introduces FOGRA certification (FograCert CPS), full support for the new Pantone
Plus library, accelerated live transparency
processing, and PDF/VT support. Platform support is updated to include Windows server 2008 R2.
MyPRINTResource.com/10343756
Color Management Software: SpotOn! Verify from
SpotOn! Press
SpotOn! Verify is an internal quality control tool that
tracks the consistency of printing devices to an industry
specification or a custom reference. It can
be used to evaluate any
printing process where
a control strip can be
printed and measured,
and quickly identifies
if a printing device is in
or out of tolerance. SpotOn! Verify also stores measurements
in a database that can be filtered and searched, so recorded
data can be recalled at a later date. It’s compatible with both
Mac and Windows operating systems.
MyPRINTResource.com/10828809
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CTP & Platemakers: :Azura CX125 COU from Agfa
Graphics
The patented technolology behind Agfa
Graphics’
:Azura
CX125 COU (cleanout unit) greatly
reduces gum consumption and extends
bath life, meeting the
demands of higherr
volume users of :Azura
a
TS chemistry-free thermal
ermal

Design Software: Quark Publishing Platform from Quark Inc.
Quark Publishing Platform is the only integrated solution
that automates the creation and delivery of rich, interactive
content across print, Web, and digital formats. As an open
solution, it is architected to work with existing enterprise
infrastructures and business systems to optimize the publishing process. The modules of the platform work together to
enable the creation and automatic assembly of content for
different audiences, publications, and media types.
MyPRINTResource.com/10785721
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SALES CONTACTS: Kelley Holmest 800-616-2252 ext. 6104 || Paul Zimmermant 800-616-2252 ext. 6214 || Kimberly Jorgensent 800-616-2252 Ext. 6103
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